Mandatory influenza vaccination of healthcare workers: is it necessary or sufficient to protect patients?
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Abstract. In response to recent calls for mandatory influenza vaccination policies, we argue that these policies are neither necessary nor sufficient to protect patients from healthcare-associated respiratory viral infection.
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We note Chean and colleagues’ editorial suggesting mandatory vaccination to protect patients from influenza.\textsuperscript{1} We strongly support influenza vaccination of staff to protect themselves and patients from influenza. However, we suggest that mandatory influenza vaccination is neither necessary nor sufficient to protect patients from healthcare-associated respiratory virus infections.

The influenza vaccine is clearly not sufficiently protective to justify mandatory vaccination. Although it is commonly quoted that the vaccine provides 70–90\% protection, more recent clinical trials employing the specific outcome of confirmed influenza (by nucleic acid detection) have estimated vaccine effectiveness to be \(\sim 59\%\),\textsuperscript{2} with efficacy as low as 16\% in some non-pandemic seasons.\textsuperscript{3} Enforcement of the wearing of masks is impractical, and redeployment, particularly for specialised clinical staff, may present considerable logistical problems.

Although other vaccine-preventable diseases (VPDs) may be less common, mandatory vaccination might be considered first nationally for infections where vaccines are highly effective, such as measles. However, Chean \textit{et al.} cite NSW data suggesting that a policy of mandatory vaccination or reporting of immune status for VPDs (not including influenza) resulted in only 50\% of staff being compliant and a small number of staff being terminated or redeployed.\textsuperscript{4} This raises questions about the implementation and enforcement of the policy for non-compliant staff, 2 years after release. Despite recommendations, mandatory programs for VPDs have not been enforced for healthcare workers within Australia, and implementation remains a challenge. A recent study of Victorian healthcare workers highlighted the requirement for dedicated resourcing of vaccination programs to satisfactorily implement strategies in accordance with NHMRC guidelines for VPDs other than influenza.\textsuperscript{5}

A principle of public health is that the least restrictive policies should be used to achieve the desired outcome. We dispute the assertion by Chean \textit{et al.} that a goal of 75\% of staff being vaccinated would not be possible without mandatory vaccination policies. At Alfred Health in June 2014, almost 90\% of staff with patient contact had been approached, with vaccine coverage close to 80\% for the 2014 season. This was achieved using a social marketing campaign supported by the hospital executive together with reporting to managers listing staff not yet approached for vaccination. These figures are similar to those reported in 2013 by the Royal Melbourne Hospital (pers. comm.) and the Peter Macallum Cancer Centre,\textsuperscript{6} both achieved without enforcement of mandatory policies.

We believe that the goal is to protect patients from healthcare-associated infections with respiratory viruses, not just influenza, as poor outcomes have been reported in patients with non-influenza respiratory viral infections. To achieve this, ‘horizontal’ interventions, such as reducing the proportion of healthcare workers attending work while unwell with respiratory illnesses (‘presenteeism’), are likely to be more effective.\textsuperscript{7} This approach is readily accommodated by promoting existing policies and would be expected to reduce transmission of non-influenza respiratory viruses. It would also be effective in seasons where there may be a significant mismatch between circulating and vaccine strains, and for vaccine failures.

Finally, there is little evidence that nosocomial influenza poses a significant burden of illness to justify mandatory vaccination. Although case finding may be incomplete, we
only detected 26 cases in a national surveillance program over two seasons where influenza was diagnosed 7 days after hospital admission. These cases were clinically significant, but they do not necessarily implicate unvaccinated healthcare workers as the source of infection, as infection may have been acquired from vaccinated healthcare workers with influenza or other close contacts. A recent review of published reports of outbreaks suggested that influenza in patients or relatives were at least as common a source as outbreaks involving staff. Additionally in our series, at least half of patients were unvaccinated, reinforcing the need for efforts to improve vaccine coverage in populations at high risk of complications.

While we strongly promote vaccination of patients, staff and other close contacts as important measures to protect patients from influenza, we do not feel that mandatory staff vaccination for influenza is justified. Physical measures and reducing the proportion of staff and visitors that attend hospital while unwell are also likely to be effective in reducing healthcare-associated respiratory infections.
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